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About this is engineering day
Engineering and technology shape the world around us
and play a critical role in addressing some of the greatest
global challenges of our age.
Despite this, the UK faces an estimated shortfall of up to 59,000 engineers
each year in the UK, and there is a pressing need to diversify our engineering
workforce since only 14.5% of professional engineers are women and 9% are
from Black, Asian and minority ethnic backgrounds.
One of the main barriers to young people, from all backgrounds, pursuing a
career in engineering is deeply rooted cultural perceptions of the profession
being mechanical, too technical, boring or inaccessible. This is why we
launched This is Engineering Day, to challenge those misperceptions, and
inspire the next generation to join the profession.
The day is now an established nationwide initiative dedicated to raising
awareness of the importance of engineering and celebrating the positive
contribution engineers make to the world around us.
In just two years, This is Engineering Day has achieved impressive results and
attracted attention in national print, broadcast and online media. To date, over
150 organisations and brands have supported the day on social media, bringing
inspiring engineering stories and case studies to over 60 million people online.

This is Engineering Day will return for its third year on
Wednesday 3rd November 2021.
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This is engineering day 2021

This year, This is Engineering Day coincides with the start of
COP26: a pivotal moment in the world’s history to address
climate change and carbon emissions.

And yet, research shows that almost half of pupils aged between seven
and 19 haven’t even considered engineering as a potential career.

On the day, Wednesday 3 November, we will be sharing how engineers and
engineering are shaping a better, more sustainable future.

Help us inspire the next generation to engineer a sustainable future,
by joining in the #ThisIsEngineeringDay conversation.

Meeting COP26’s ambition of a net zero carbon future will not be achieved without
engineering expertise. How we heat and light our homes, how we produce our food,
how we build our houses and cities and how we travel around will all need to change,
and will be shaped by engineers.

The conversation will then continue the following week when EngineeringUK
hosts Tomorrow’s Engineers Week, to engage schools and colleges with the
same topic.
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This has to change if we are to create a net zero future.

How to join in on #Thisisengineeringday
Here are the ways you can join in the conversation on 3 November:
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Share #thisisengineeringDAY assets
Get others to
experience our wide
range of content:

• Share our 3 new films featuring engineers
working on sustainability, available from
25 October on our YouTube channel.
• Choose any of our other sustainability
themed films.
• Paintings from our Engineer the Future
exhibition: 4 classic paintings will be
reimagined to include net zero
engineering, and exhibited in our new
Engineer the Future exhibition in the
Museum of Engineering Innovation.
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#engineerthefuture
Share your vision of what a 2050 net
zero future, shaped by engineering,
looks like on Twitter using
#EngineerTheFuture,
#ThisIsEngineeringDay and
@ThisisEng.
The most inspiring responses will be
turned into a new digital artwork for
exhibition in the Museum of
Engineering Innovation.

And Remember…
Tag us on social:
On social media, please use
#ThisIsEngineeringDay and
#EngineerTheFuture.
Please tag us so we can see and
share your posts on the day.
And if you aren’t already, please
follow This is Engineering on
Twitter Instagram, YouTube and
Facebook.

Sample social media posts
Below are social media posts you could use on the day:
To share This is
Engineering content:

In 2021 #ThisIsEngineeringDay is celebrating the efforts of incredible
engineers who are helping to shape a better and more sustainable society for
everyone. Watch these films and be inspired to #EngineerTheFuture [Link to
This is Engineering film of choice from YouTube]
Engineering innovations are vital to tackling climate change. On
#ThisIsEngineeringDay check out these classic paintings which have been
reimagined to illustrate a net zero future created by engineers: [Link to
painting of choice from Museum of Engineering Innovation]
#EngineerTheFuture
Engineers are vital to reaching net zero. In 2050 I hope engineering
innovations will help us to [your vision] #EngineerTheFuture @ThisisEng
#ThisIsEngineeringDay

Please remember to use #ThisIsEngineeringDay on all your posts.
This is Engineering content to link to can be found here.
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New films
On 25 October we will be releasing three new
This is Engineering films on social media.
The films will feature two new engineers and encourage teens to shape a
better, more sustainable future, by choosing engineering.
They will feature:
• Lucy Hughes, Ocean Protector
Lucy is an entrepreneur and inventor of MarinaTex, a compostable
alternative to plastic film made of fish waste
• George Imafidon, Racecar Reinventor
George is a performance engineer in Sir Lewis Hamilton’s X44 racing team.
The team races as part of Extreme E, an electric racing series that aims to
raise awareness of the impact of climate change
• Shape a Better Future montage
Featuring Lucy, George, and a range of young engineers working on
sustainability, who have featured in previous This is Engineering films.
The films will be available on our YouTube channel, so watch this space!
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Museum of engineering innovation:
Engineer the future exhibition
What will a net zero world look like in 2050 - a world that has
been shaped by engineers and engineering to help us live more
sustainable lives?

Van Gogh's Factories at Clichy, Constable's The Wheat Field, Pissarro's La Rue Saint
Honore and Monet's The Seashore at Sante-Adresse, have been recreated to show
how cleaner, greener innovations, created by engineers, could transform everyday
life and landscapes in the future.

To answer that question, the Royal Academy of Engineering has commissioned
a digital artist to rework classic paintings by Van Gogh, Constable, Monet
and Pissarro to incorporate the sustainable engineering innovations that could
shape our future world.

The Engineer the Future collection will be unveiled on This is Engineering Day, 3rd of
November online at the Museum of Engineering Innovation and will be on display in
Glasgow during COP26.
The reimagined artworks have been created with inputs from expert engineers in
the Royal Academy of Engineering’s Fellowship and wider networks, as well as This is
Engineering partners and supporters.
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Thank you to our partners
Principal Partners

Sponsors

Media Partner
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STrategic Partner

Thank you to our Academic partners
Principal University Partner
University of Oxford

Major University partners
Anglia Ruskin University

Aston University

Heriot-Watt University

University of Cambridge

University Partners
Bangor University

Cranfield University

Imperial College London

King’s College London

Manchester Metropolitan University

University of Glasgow

University of Southampton
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